The essence of the design exercise was to manipulate space and form in response to a specifically strong contextual element and concurrently address the urbah morphology of the areaconcluding in a renewed and vivid urban vitality for the Piazza d 'Italia.
A more specific analysis of the problem showed the inherent need to present a solution capable of interceding at two levels: First, defined as a solid , the culinary institute must be able to engage with or be engaged by the adjacent void of the Piazza; and , secondly, it must present itself either as figure or ground depending on the desired or specific relationship to the Piazza.
The design solutions presented evolved out of a dialectic interaction with the rational conceptions of the implicit and explicit reality of the context -the goal being to incite a synthesis between the conflicts, emerging with a unifying expression of what is true and valuable in each. The design intention-rather than being an insipid patronage to the Piazza, allowing one object in the collective scheme to dominate -should move through complacency in a dynamic negation of the obvious polarization between the institute and the Piazza d'Italia.
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